
Bird brains … hanging out with a couple 

of echidna … and some “warblings” 

“What a ‘bird brain’!” This is a saying that implies a person lacks 

intelligence or makes stupid decisions. How far from the truth can 
that be? Research has proven that some birds are highly intelligent, 
including such talents as mimicry, copied behaviour and problem 
solving.  

I have recently finished an interesting book, Bird Bonds, by Gisela 
Kaplan (Macmillan) suggested to me by fellow Cape resident Joe 
Spano. So over the past week I have been more closely observing 
and photographing of some of our local,’intelligent’ birds – the 
Galah, Australian Magpie and Little Raven - as these three bird 
species are right up there in terms of being smart as well as living 
within a social order. 

 

Above: A Galah feeding on some flowering weeds in the open spaces 
of The Cape last week. I wonder what was going on in that brain 

while it was looking at me. 

 

Above:  Australian Magpies are often seen feeding amongst Galah flocks and have playful inter-actions 
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Galahs are fascinating to watch most of the year around 

The Cape. They are highly intelligent, social and very 

adaptable and rank amongst the oldest and most intelligent 

birds to have evolved. They live in flocks but pair to nest, 

forming a close bond with a mate and breed for life – they 

have a pair commitment and long term commitment to 

raising young, and can live up to 30 years in the wild. 

Affection (by preening each other) and play are noticeable 

attributes. 

 

 

 

Australia is unique in that it was a cradle of bird 

evolution after the mass extinction 66 million years 

ago. (Another really good book to explore this subject 

is Where Song Began by Tim Low). To survive in 

Australia, birds had to be highly adaptable and 

innovative. Co-operative behaviour (birds in tight knit 

social groups which helped each other) were more 

likely to prosper. In Australia, our cockatoos and 

parrots have evolved into our smartest birds closely 

followed by ravens and magpies. 

 

Birds have twice as many neurons per unit of mass 

packed into their brains as monkeys and apes do. They 

are able to process vast amounts of information in 

micro-seconds. You often see Galahs flying in what I 

think are playful, “erratic” patterns and am amazed as 

they move through a complex 3-D world at “high 

speed, dodging obstacles, judging distances, gauging 

wind speed and direction, and calculating tight landing 

spots”. 

 

The Galah  



The Australian Magpie 

Magpies often get a bad reputation for being aggressive at 

breeding times. I should know. “Darcy” (pictured below) took a 

dislike to me last breeding season. I just happen to live within 

his territory and he let me know that in his mind, I was a threat. 

Magpies are capable of ‘facial recognition’ so I am thinking I 

have another torrid year ahead of me when nesting begins! 

 

Magpies live in social groups and post fledge feed their 

offspring for three months. Mr and Mrs Darcy had four 

offspring last breeding season from what I have observed. This 

family will remain together until the next round of breeding 

when the young will probably be forced to move on and find 

their own territory. In the meantime, the family works as a tight 

social group learning social skills, communicating, foraging and 

having playful fun to help bond the group in surviving together. 

Research has found that play is just not about having fun. It also 

hones the brain, muscle and motor skills and playing with 

objects nutures inventivenesss and expertise in how to provide 

food. 

 

Above: Young Magpie “warbling” on our back fence 

I have become particularly fond of one of Darcy’s 

offspring that spends a lot of time around our house 

checking things out, feeding and singing. I do hope it 

comes to like me – I have taken to talking to it! 

Magpies are inquisitive birds and I wonder what is 

going through this young birds brain – I do hope it is 

positive thoughts and learnings, especially towards 

me! What isn’t there to like about this face? 

 

I was particularly fascinated by this picture below of 

my young mate inspecting this stocking (which is 

hopefully collecting the fine seed of a drying 

‘Drumstick’  flower). Such concentration and 

inquisitiveness – imagine what the brain is thinking 

and processing here. Young mate was standing on one 

leg, focussed intently, and did not touch it – so I am 

assuming it processed that this object was not a tasty 

morsel for consumption. 

 

Magpies can also display behaviours such as grieving, 

co-operative defence, mimicry and complex play. 

 

 

 

 



 

Above: Adult Little Raven 

For instance, within 30 minutes of installing a bird bath 

in our garden, a Little Raven appeared with leftover 

pizza slices from a building site and dunked the crust in 

the water to soften it. It came back shortly afterwards 

to consume the softened bread. It also hid some of the 

food nearby. I have also seen them on the beach 

methodically going through people’s bags looking for 

food. I recently saw a You Tube clip of a Raven working 

through an 8 step puzzle to obtain food – remarkable. 

 

Above: Juvenile Little Raven – inquisitive! 

So next time you pass by a flock of Galahs or Corvids, 

just pause and watch their behaviour and hopefully 

you will take away a different perspective of these 

highly intelligent, social animals that have evolved to 

survive in our changing and challenging Australian 

environment. 

The predominant Raven species around The Cape is the 

Little Raven, although there are a couple of Australian 

Ravens around as well at the moment – they are 

distinguished easily by their long-drawn-out call. 

Ravens are well known for their ability to problem solve, 

their use of tools, forward planning, and have a natural 

curiosity. I have been especially interested in watching 

their behaviour around The Cape and how they adapt to 

their evolving environment, working between their natural 

foraging areas and then making use of the rubbish skips in 

the house building sites.  

 

Like clockwork, you can pretty much guarantee that at 

3.30 PM, Monday to Friday, these birds transition from the 

open grassy spaces into the building sites to check out 

what leftovers from lunch the builders have put in the 

rubbish skips.  

 

 

The Raven 



 

Echidna have two types of hair: short coarse hair 

for insulation and longer spines to protect 

themselves from predators. They feed on ants, 

grubs, larvae and worms and their pointy snout 

senses electrical signals underground. When 

detected, they use their claws and limbs to dig into 

the soil and expose the food, licking it up with their 

long sticky tongue. 

 

Echidna are solitary animals and convene only to 

mate. After mating, they will dig a burrow and lay 

one egg in a temporary “pouch”. After hatching, 

the juvenile “puggle” will stay in the pouch until 

spines are developed which takes up to 12 weeks, 

after which it vacates and stays in the burrow for a 

further six months. 

 

If threatened, Echidna will call up into a ball if on 

hard surfaces or dig itself into the ground if soft 

and only expose its spikes to the predator. It 

shelters in rocks and under fallen trees.  

It is advisable not to try and pick up an Echidna 

unless it is in a threatened situation from a 

predator – it is preferable to let it go about its 

business. If it found a way into your garden, it will 

find its way out, so enjoy the experience. 

 

 

 

That has been lots of Echidna action reported recently 

around The Cape and amongst the housing precincts. I was 

recently in the “Green Beach” area near the wetlands 

when I came across two Echidnas feeding and roaming 

about which gave me a chance to get some nice close-up 

pictures. 

 

Our local echidnas are Short-beaked Echidna, and along 

with the platypus, are the only remaining egg laying 

mammals. Their legs protrude outward and downward so 

they waddle when they walk. They are powerful diggers 

and their rear limbs are elongated and curved backward to 

aid in digging and their front limbs and claws are designed 

for digging and tearing apart timber and obstacles. 

 

 

 

Hanging out with echidna 



 

Local “warblings” – Hoodies and Koala 

News from the beach is that we are down to two breeding pairs 

of Hooded Plover and no chicks have survived this season on 2nd 

Surf Beach . One chick has survived so far in the Cape Paterson 

area at Undertow Bay and hopefully it will fledge in two weeks.  

 

A fantastic, informative Hooded Plover Information Session by 

Kasun Ekanayake from Birdlife Australia was attended by about 

25 interested residents of The Cape on 21st March. Kasun gave us 

an extensive presentation about these vulnerable birds, their 

habitats, breeding behaviours and threats. Hopefully this 

educative session will lead to more positive outcomes and 

community support for their future survival, especially along the 

nearby Cape Paterson beaches. 

 

The tiny Hooded Plover chick pictured above was the one 

surviving chick near the F Break beach adjacent to The Cape last 

season. As our community grows and housing construction nears 

completion, our impact will be felt by the Hooded Plovers. 

Interpretive signage and education sessions like these will 

hopefully reduce that impact so we can co-exist with these 

beautiful birds and enjoy their presence. 

Huge thanks to Jeannie Hartney and Susan Fowler (local Hoodie 

volunteer monitor) for organising this very worthwhile session.  

Project Koala 

A small working group of residents of The Cape has 

been formed to develop a plan to establish new tree 

habitat within The Cape boundaries with the aim of 

providing additional diverse habitat for local native 

animals. It is intended to be a community-based 

project. The objectives are to: 

• Supplement the remnant treed vegetation 

within The Cape and along the bordering 

Bunurong Coastal Reserve. 

• Complement the revegetated wetlands and 

creek lines within The Cape. 

• Provide additional diverse habitat through 

corridors and bio-links for native animal 

species, with emphasis on Koala, but also 

other less common animals such as 

bandicoot, other small native mammals, and 

birds. 

The WG is working in conjunction with The Cape 

Development Team and a local ecologist. If you want 

any further information you can email me. A copy of 

the project plan will be communicated to residents of 

The Cape when it is finalised. 

 

Bird 110 at The Cape – the 

Australasian Swamphen 

 

 
 

I managed this picture of our newest bird resident at 

The Cape (bird species number 110). This adult 

Australasian Swamphen was hanging about on the 

top of the sedges and reeds, about a meter above 

the ground. They have lovely plumage colours of 

black and blue with a huge ‘prehistoric’ looking red 

bill and frontal shield, and constantly flick their white 

tail feathers.  They are a common and widespread 

bird species in south east Australia. 

 

 


